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The notion of cocycle has been of great importance in the study of 
continuous and measurable flows. Various applications of the mean ergodic 
theorem of Oseledec [ 15, 17 ] come to mind, as do papers of Furstenberg [9], 
Feldman and Moore [8], Zimmer [23], and many others. 
Our purpose in this paper is to demonstrate that linear, non-autonomous, 
recurrent differential equations 
i=A(t)x (x E R”) 
may be profitably studied by using the theory of cocycles and cocycle flows. 
The connection between cocycles and equations of type (*) stems from two 
facts. First, the fundamental matrix solution of such an equation defines a 
cocycle in a natural way. Second, a Liapunov-Perron (LP) transformation 
may be viewed as effecting a “cohomology” between two cocycles (see 1.18- 
1.20). 
After developing part of the theory of minimal flows and cocycle flows, 
we will give three applications to the theory of linear differential systems. 
First, it will be shown that, if all solutions of all equations in the hull (1.8) of 
A are bounded, then there is an LP transformation x = S(t)y such that: (i) S 
extends continuously to the hull of A; (ii) equation (*) is transformed into 
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$ = B(t)y, where B is skew-symmetric. This was proved by Cameron [2] 
when (*) is almost periodic; see also [ 111. 
Next, we show how to construct almost periodic equations (*) whose 
solutions display both recurrent and “proximal” behavior. Such examples 
illustrate how the qualitative behavior of solutions of almost periodic 
differential equations may differ radically from that of solutions of periodic 
equations. We use a result of Glasner and Weiss [ 10). It is possible to find 
two-dimensional equations of the type considered here without using this 
result [ 121. 
Finally, we consider the vector bundles (spectral subbundles) generated by 
(*) via the spectral theorem of Sacker and Sell [ 181. In general, these 
bundles are topologically non-trivial [ 1, 161. The question arises: Can one 
find an LP-transformation x = S(t) y with “nice” properties which “untwists” 
the bundles (i.e., takes (*) to a system I; = B(t)y, where B(t) is block- 
diagonal)? We will prove several results along these lines. First, one can 
always find a recurrent function S(t) which untwists the bundles. This was 
proved previously by Palmer [ 161. Second, under a differentiability 
assumption, one can untwist the bundles using a function S(t) which extends 
continuously to a group extension (4.1) of the hull of A. Finally, if A is 
almost periodic, then one can always untwist the bundles via a function s(t) 
which extends continuously to a group extension of the hull of A. This result 
is in some sense best possible, since the group extension involved is closely 
related to the groups of the various spectral subbundles [21]. 
Our proofs make essential use of the fact that questions involving LP 
transformations may be rephrased in terms of the cohomology theory of 
cocycles. It will be seen that a smoothing lemma (1.2) plays a key role in 
formalizing the connection between these two ideas. 
Our results concerning block-diagonalizations complement those of 
Coppel [5] and Palmer [16]. 
Sections 2, 3, and 4 are self-contained and may be raid independently. 
Let us emphasize what we feel is the main conclusion to be drawn from 
this work: one can derive deep conclusions about recurrent, linear differential 
systems with relative ease by using facts about cocycles, and the notion of 
cohomology of cocycles. 
1. MINIMAL FLOWS AND COCYCLES 
In this section, we collect some basic material from topological dynamics, 
and indicate its relation to linear differential equations. This will serve to 
introduce the notation and point of view to be used in subsequent sections. 
Many of the results will be merely stated, for the inclusion of the proofs 
would make the paper overly long and detract from its point. 
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1.1. DEFINITION. Let W be a Hausdorff space, and let T be a topological 
group. A (right) transformation grotqp (W, T) is defined by a jointly 
continuous map @: W x T --f UI’: (w, t) --1 w  w  t such that: (i) w  0 idy = w; (ii) 
w  - (t -s)= (w . t) - s (w E u’, t,sE T>. Of course, one can define a left 
transformation group (T, W) in the obvious way. 
We will often refer to a transformation group as aflow. If T is the integers 
Z, then a flow (W, Z) is generated by a homeomorphism v, of W, we use the 
notation ( W, 9) in place of (W, Z). 
1.2. DEFINITION. A homomorphism of the flow (W, T) into the flow 
(V, 7) is a continuous map R: W+ V such that x(w - t) = z(w) * t (w E W, 
t E 7). If a homomorphism rr is also a homeomorphism of W onto V, then it 
is an isomorphism of (W, T) onto (V, T). 
Our main concern will be with flows on compact spaces. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. A flow (X, 7) is 
minimal if (x - t (t E T} is dense in X for all x E X. 
1.4. DEFINITION, NOTATION. It will be convenient to consider the 
category Q of {real) ~inted~ows (X, IR, x,,). By de~nition, such an object is 
a flow (X, IR), with X compact Hausdorff, together with a distinguished point 
x0 E X such that the orbit closure cls{x, a c 1 t E IR } = X. Notice that, if 
(Y, IR, y,) E Q, and if a and (o are homomorphisms of (X, IR) to (Y, IR) such 
that x(x,,) = o(xO), then K(X) = I&-) (x E X). We write X+ Y if there exists a 
homomorphism A of (X, F?) to (Y, R) such that rr(x,) = ya. 
1.5. THEOREM. There exists (U, II?, I+,) E 0 such that: (i) U-+X for all 
X E y7; (ii) given a uniformly continuous function f from IR into a compact 
space F, there exists a unique continuous map g: U -+ F with f (t) = g(uO ’ t) 
(t E iR); (iii) (U, IR, ug) is unique up to isomorphism~ (See (7,221.) 
1.6. Remark. (i) Let f: iR -+ F be uniformly continuous, where F is 
compact. From now on, we shall not distinguish notationally between the 
function f and its “extension” g. 
1.7. DEFINITION. Let f: iR --+ F be uniformly continuous with F compact. 
Then f defines an equivalence relation (f) on U, as follows. Let u, E u2 if 
and only if f (u, . t) =f(u, + t) (t f iR). The quotient space U/(f) will be 
denoted sp(f), and called the space off: The action of iR on U induces an 
action of IR on spcf), and (sp(f), IR, x,,) E 0, where x, is the equivalence 
class to which u0 belongs. 
1.8. Remark. Again let f: iR *F be uniformly continuous with F 
compact. Then sp(f) may be identified with the hull ofJ: Recall that the hull 
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off is defined as follows. Let C(lR, F) = { g: R + P] g is continuous} with the 
compact-open topology. The hull off, Hdf), is by definition cls{f,]s E R } c 
C(lR, F); here f,(t) =f(t + s) (t, s E R). The triple (Hdf), R,f) is a pointed 
flow. The map x:f,‘-+xO~ s extends to an isomorphism of (Hdf), R) onto 
(spdf),iR). We therefore identify these flows. In what follows, we will refer to 
sp(f) instead of H(f). 
1.9. DEFINITION. Once more, letf: R -+ F be uniformly continuous with 
F compact. Say that f is recurrent if, given a neighborhood a of the diagonal 
in F x F, there is a relatively dense subset B c R such that (f(t),f(O)) E a 
(t E B). 
1.10. Remark. The space off is minimal if and only iffis recurrent. 
1.11. Remark. For the most part, we will be concerned with a 
subcategory M of g consisting of minimal flows which are pointed in a 
“consistent” manner. Just as in g, there is a universal object in A; i.e., a 
unique up to isomorphism flow (M, R, m,) such that M -+ X for all X E A. 
One can realize M as a subset of U (see [7] for details). 
1.12. Let L(iR”) be the space of linear self-maps of R”. We consider a 
linear differential equation 
i =A(t)z (tERzER”), (1) 
where A : R --t L(lR”) is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous. The 
function A generates the pointed flow (sp(A), R, oO). By 1.5 and 1.7, the 
function A admits a unique continuous extension to sp(A). In keeping with 
1.6, we also denote this extension by A. 
We will frequently deal with the family of equations 
i =A(o * t)z @0Esp(A),zER”). (11, 
The basepoint o0 of sp(A) has the property that Eq. (1),0 coincides with Eq. 
(1). 
It will also be convenient to consider the family of equations 
i=A,(t)z=A(s+t)z (s, t E R, z E R”). (1)s 
Note that Eqs. (l), and (l),O., coincide (s rZ R). 
The next theorem follows from standard existence and uniqueness results 
for systems of ordinary differential equations. 
1.13. THEOREM. Let uA: IR x IR + GL(lR”) be such that (&,/at)(s, t) = 
A,(t) uA(s, t) with a,(~, 0) = Z (s, t E IR). Thus a,(~, t) is the fundamental 
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matrix solution to Eq. (I),. Then (IA (s, t + r) = (IA (s + t, r) uA (s? t) 
(s,t,rE R). 
1.14. DBFINITION. Let G be a topological group. Then a co&e is a 
continuous function Q: R X R --$ G such that cl@, I + r) = a(s + t, r) rr(s, t) 
(s, t, r E IR), and such that the function s-r ET@, t): IR -+ G is uniformly 
continuous and has precompact range (t E R). 
1.1.5. Remarks. (i) Observe that the function o, of Theorem 1.13 is a 
cocycle into G = GL(R”). 
(ii) An arbitrary cocycle cz: R x il? + GL(R”) need not be of the form 
oA for any equation (1). It will be of this form if and only if (&r/~t)(O, t) . 
~‘(0, t) exists, and is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous. 
1.1.6. Remarks. (i) A cocycle u: R x IF7 -+ G induces a continuous map, 
which we also denote by 0, from U X IR to G such that o(x, t + s) = a(x s t, s) 
a(x, f) (x E V; t, s E R). This is turn induces an equivalence relation (0) on 
U, namely: x zy if and only if (s(x e t, S) = a(~ . t, s) (t, s E R). We let sp(o) 
denote the quotient U/(o), and call it the space of o. The flow (U, R, UJ 
induces a pointed flow (sp(u), R, x0), where x, is the equivalence class 
containing uO. 
(ii) Let (;Y, IR, x,) E Q, and suppose that there is a function 
Q: X x R + G such that a@, t + s) = o(x . r, s) u(x, t) (x E X, t, s E R). We 
cali d a cocycle from X to G. Let p(s, t) = a(x, . s, t) (s, f E R). Then p is a 
cocycle, and X-+ sp@). In general, we shall not distinguish notationally 
between p and CJ, and we shall call u a cocycle. Accordingly, it is natural to 
define sp(a) to be sp@). 
We now draw a connection between the notions just discussed. 
1.17. THEOREM. Let A and (sp(A), R, oO) be as in 1.12. Let t--t u(co, t): 
IR + GL(R”) be the fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (I), satisfying 
u(w, 0) = I(w f sp(A)). Then u is a cocycle, and sp(u) = sp(A). 
We now consider the relation btween LP ~Liapounov-Perron) transfor- 
mations and cohomology of cocycles. 
1.18. DEFINITION. Let A and B: R -+ L(iR”) be uniformly continuous 
and uniformly bounded. Then A and B are kinematically similar (A -B) if 
there exists a continuously differentiable function S: R + GL(lR”) such that 
S and S-’ are bounded, and S’ = AS - SB. We call the map S a Lia~unou- 
Perron transformation. Note that the change of variables z = S(t) w takes 
Eq. (1) to 
~4 = B(t) w. (2) 
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In terms of the corresponding cocycles, the relation becomes (~~(0, t)= 
AT(t) UB(O, I) s -‘(0). 
1.19. DEFINITION. Let Q and p be two cocylces from X to G. Then IT is 
cohomologous to p modulo X (o-p(X)) if and only if there exists a 
continuous function f: X -+ G such that f(x . t) a(x, t) = p(x, t)f(x) 
(xEX,tE R). 
The connection between the notations defined in 1.14 and I.15 is given in 
the following result. 
1.20. THEOREM. Let A and B: R -+ L(iR”) be uniformly continuous and 
bounded. Then A - B if and only $0, - o,(U). 
PvooJ: Let A - 3. Then there exists S: lT? -+ CL@“) as described above. 
The cocycle equation and the relation u,,(O, t + s) = ,S(t + s) a,(O, t + s) 
S-‘(O) imply that uA(t, s) S(t) = S(t + s) a,(& s) (t, s E R). When this is 
extended to U it says that uA - u*(U). 
On I the other hand, if uA - o,(U), then S(t) =f(u, . t) satisfies the 
equation (~~(0, t) = S(f) u,(O, t) S-‘(O) (t E R). Heref: U+ GL(IR”) is such 
that uA(x, t)f(x) =f(x . t) uB(x, t) (x f U, t E IF?). It follows that A - B. 
We noted in l.lS(ii) that a cocycle u need not be of the form u,., for any 
equation (1). The following result allows one to resolve most difficulties that 
this causes. 
1.21. SMOOTHING LEMMA. Let (X, R, x,) E Q, and let o be a cocycle 
from X to GLQR”). Then u is cohomologous to a cocycle p from X to GL(iR”) 
with the following property: if p^(s, t) =p(x, . s, t), then there exists an 
equation (1) such that p^(O, t) is a fudamental matrix solution of Eq. (1). We 
have A(t) = (~~/~t)(O, t) s $- ’ (0, t) (t E R). 
Proof. Let W c GL(iRR) be a compact convex neighborhood of the 
identity. Choose E > 0 such that u(x, s) E W whenever x E X and 0 < s < E. 
Define h: X-t W c GL(lR”) by h(x) = JX u(x, s) ds. Here we regard GL(iR”) 
as a subset of R”‘. 
Define p(x, t) = h(x . f) u(x, t) h(x)-’ (x E X, 1 f R). Lemma 1.21 will be 
proved if we show that, for each x E X, the map t + (~p/~t)(x, t) . p(x, t)- ’ 
exists, and is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous. Observe first 
that p(x, t) = (jt; u(x . t, s) ds) e o(x, t) . h(x)-’ = (ts u(x . t, s) u(x, t) ds) . 
H(x)-’ = (j$,a(x,t + s)ds) . h(x)-’ = ~;+“o(x,s)ds) . h(x)-‘. Thus 
(ap/‘at)(x, t) = (u(x, t + E) - o(x, t)] . h(x)-‘. Therefore, (ap/&)(x, t) . 
p{x,t)-’ = [o(x,t + E) - u(x, t)] . u(x, t)-’ . h(x . t)-’ = u(x, I + E) 
a(x, E)-’ h(x . t)-’ - h(x . t)-’ = u(x . t, E) h(x . t)-’ - h(x . t)-’ (x E X, 
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I E R). This function of t is clearly uniformly bounded and uniformly 
continuous. The lemma is proved. 
1.22. Remarks. (i) If p^ and A are as in 1.21, then b(s, t) is a 
fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (I), . 
(ii) It is clear that X-1 sp@). Let Z: (X, R, x0)+ (sp(A), R, w,,) be 
the homomorphism such that rr(xJ = wO. Then p”(x, t) is a fundamental 
matrix solution of the equation i = A (X(X . t)) z (x E X). From the proof of 
1.21, we see that A(x(x)) = u(x, E) h(x)-’ -h(x)-‘. 
(iii) One could shorten the proof that t -+ (@/&)(x, t) p^(x, t)- ’ is 
uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous by noting that it is sufficient to 
prove that x -+ (86/&)(x, t)[,=, is continuous. 
(iv) If one uses (I/E) 1: 0(x, s) d s instead of h in 1.21, one may 
conclude that p is close to u and that the coefficient matrices in (ii) above 
vary continuously with E when E goes to 0. 
2. SYSTEMS WITH ALL SOLUTIONS BOUNDED 
In this section, we generalize a result due to Cameron ([ 21; see also [ 11 I). 
We first state some properties of minimal flows. We write (M, R, u) for the 
universal minimal flow (1.11); u is determined in 2.1 below. 
2.1. FACTS. Since (M, R) is universal, it is isomorphic to the minimal 
right ideals of its enveloping semigroup. Thus M may be provided with a 
semigroups structure, (see Chap. 3 of 171). There is an idempotent u E M 
(i.e., U* = u). Let G, =Mu; then G, is a group with identity U. To each 
(X, R, x0) EM, one may assign a subgroup g(X) of G,. Among its 
properties are the following ([6, 71). (i) Let u: R x R --t G be a cocycle, and 
suppose sp(o) EM. Let f(t) = ~(0, t) (t E R). Then f induces an 
antihomomorphism of g(sp(u)) into G; moreover, g(sp(u)) may be 
topologized in such a way that it is compact (non-Hausdorff) and this 
antihomomorphism is continuous. (ii) Let F be compact, and let h: M-1 F be 
continuous. Let (X, R, x,,) EM. Then if h(am) = h(m) (a E g(X), m E M), 
one has X-1 sp(h). 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let (V, r) and (IV, 7’) be flows, and let rr: V-+ W be a 
surjective flow homomorphism. Suppose that, whenever rr(vi) = rr(uZ) and 
v, # v2, there is a neighborhood (r of the diagonal in V X V such that (v, . t, 
v2 . t) @ a (t E 7). Then V is a distal extension of W. 
2.3. THEOREM. Suppose Eq. (1) is recurrent (i.e., A: IR -+ L(lR”) is 
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recurrent). Suppose that I( a,(O, t)lf < c < 03 for some constant c and all 
t E IR. Let ( , ) be the usual inner product on F?“. Then there is a cocycle p, 
with values in the orthogonal group, such that sp(a,)-+ sp@) and 
*A - P(sP(o,>)* 
broom Let f: I? -+ GL(R”) be the map such that f(t) = ~~(0, t)-’ 
(t E IF?). Then f is uniformly continuous, andf(lR) is contained in a compact 
subset of IR”. As in [ Ill, one can show that the hull off is a distal extension 
of sp(cA); therefore, f is recurrent [ 71. Thus we can view f as a continuous 
function from M to GL(IR”) such that f (m. ’ t) = uA(mO, t)-’ (t E IR). The 
cocycle relation then implies that ~~(rn, t) =f(m * t)-‘f(m) (m E M). 
Now let g(sp(o,)) be the group of sp(o,) (2.1). Then f induces a 
homomorphism of g(sp(o,)) into GL(W) (2.1(i)). Since g(sp(o,)) is 
compact there exists an inner product ( , ), on mn which is invariant under 
the image of sp(uA) in GL(lR”). 
Now set h(m)* =f(pn)* f (m) (m f M); here the adjoint is with respect to 
( , )r. The linear transformation h(m) is uniquely determine by the 
requirement that it be positive definite and self-adjoint. Then clearly 
sp(f) -+ sp(h). To see that sp(o,) + sp(h), notice that h(am)* = 
f(am)*f(am) = f (m)*f(~)*f(a>f Cm> = h(m)* (m E M, a E ii+(~ 
This uses the fact that f (a)* =f(cz)- ‘. By 2,l(ii), we have sp(o,) + sp(h). 
Next, I&Z) = f (m) h(m)-- ’ is a continuous function from M to the 
orthogona1 group O,(n) with respect to ( , >l. Hence y(m, t) = I&, t)- ’ ~(~) 
is a cocycie with values in O,(n). Also, y(m, t) = h(m - I) o,(m, t) h(m)-‘, so 
sp(o,) -+ SP(Y), and oA * ~(s~(o..& 
Finally, (z, w), = (Qz, Qw) for a unique positive definite Q E GL(lR”). 
Let p(m,1)==Qy(m, t)Q-l (m EM, t CZ! in). Then sp(oA)-+sp@) and 
uA - P(sP(uA))* 
2.4. Remark. It follows from 2.3 and its proof that there is an LP 
transformation S(t) such that: (i) sp(a,) = sp(A) + sp(S); (ii) the change of 
variables z = S(t) w takes Eq. (1) to Eq. (2), where B(t) is skew-symmetric 
with respect to ( , ). For h(m)* is clearly differentiable along orbits in M 
(that is, m --, (d/dt) h(m . t)* ItzO is continuous). Hence h is; therefore v is; 
hence S(t) = Qv(u . t) defines an LP transformation with properties (i) and 
(ii) (property (ii) holds because p is orthogonal). Cameron ]2] proved that 
such an S(t) could be found if A: IR -+ L(iR”) is almost periodic. 
2.5. Remarks. (i) Recall sp(A) = ( ) sp uA is isomorphic to the hull of A. 
(ii) Clearly sp(A) -+ sp@). Thus, if we like, we may view B as a 
function on sp(A). 
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3. PROXIMAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Our purpose in this section is to construct recurrent equations (l), of 
arbitrary dimension n, whose solutions exhibit both proximal and recurrent 
behavior (see 3.1). We show that the direction-vector for any given solution 
traverses a path which is dense in the projective bundle (hence in the sphere 
bundle as well), and that any two such direction-vectors get arbitrarily close 
together along a sequence of times t, -+ co. In particular, we will construct 
almost periodic equations (1) with these properties. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Suppose (V, r) and (W, r) are flows, and suppose 
7~: V-, W is a surjective flow homomorphism. Say that V is a proximal 
extension of if, whenever V, and u2 in V satisfy n(u,) = x(u*), there is a net 
(t,) on T such that lim, U, . t, = lim, u2 e ta. 
3.2. DEFINITION. A bitransformation group (G, V, T) is a pair of 
transformation groups (G, V) and (V, T) such that the actions of G and T 
commute: g.(u.t)=(g.u).t (gEG, vEV, tET). Of cause, the two 
transformation groups could both be left, or both right, transformation 
groups. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let (V, Y, 71) be a locally trivial vector bundle with 
total space V, base space Y, and projection 7~: V -+ Y [2 11. Suppose (Y, T) is 
a flow. A flow (V, T) is a linear skew-productflow (LSPF) on V if: (i) n is a 
flow homomorphism; (ii) if t E T and y E Y, then the map t,: K’(Y) + 
n-‘(v . 1): u -+ v . t is linear. 
3.4. Remark. Equation (1) gives rise to a (real) LSPF on sp(A) X R”. 
The flow is given as follows. Let (w,z,-,) E sp(A) X IR”; then (w,zJ . t = 
(w . t, z(t)), where z(t) is the solution to Eq. (I), such that z(0) = tO. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let ip = Ip”-‘(IR) be projective (n - I)-space; we view 
it as the set of lines through the origin in R”. The LSPF (sp(A) x R”, R) 
generated by Eq. (1) induces a flow on C = sp(.4) X Ip, since the maps 
c,: (ot} + R” -+ {wt} x R” are linear. We call this flow the projective Jlow 
defined by (1). 
We can now state our objective. We will give a general method for 
constructing Eqs. (l), with A recurrent, so that (Z, R) is minimal, and is a 
proximal extension of (sp(A), R). 
We will use the following result of Glasner and Weiss [lo]. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let Y be a compact metric space. Let cp: Y-+ Y be a 
homeomorphism such that the integer jlow (Y, P) is minimal. Let Z be 
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another compact metric space. Let G be a topological group, and suppose we 
are given a jlow (G, 2) which is minimal, and which has the following 
properrty: if z 1, z2 E Z, and U, , U, are neighborhoods of zl, z2, then, given 
E > 0, there is a g E G such that diam( g . (U, U U,)) < E. Let X = Y x Z. 
Then there is a continuous map o: Y-t G such that the integer jlow (X, w) 
defined by w: X + X: (y, z) -+ (u, ( y), u(y) . z) is minimal, and is a proximal 
extension of (Y, rp). One can assume a(Y) c W, where W is any fixed 
neighborhood of idy E G. 
We turn now to constructing Eqs. (1) such that (2, R) is minimal, and is a 
proximal extension of (sp(A), R). Let us begin with a minimal integer flow 
(Y, cp), where Y is metrizable and rp is homotopic to the identity. Let 
G = SL(R”), and let Z = P = P”-‘(IF?). There is an obvious action of G on 
Z; the transformation group (G, Z) satisfies the hypotheses of 3.6. Let W be 
a neighborhood of the identity in G such that W is diffeomorphic to lF?“2-‘. 
By 3.6, there is a continuous map u: Y -+ W such that the flow (Y x Z, w) is 
minimal, and is a proximal extension of (Y, rp) (t&y, z) = ((p(y), a(y) z)). 
Now the map u is an integer cocycle. The idea in what follows is to 
produce real flows and a real cocycle by suspending (Y, p) and u. 
Define @: G X Y -+ G X Y: (g, y) -+ (u(y) g, cp( y)). We first suspend the 
integer flows (G X Y, 6) and (Y, cp). Thus define actions of R on G x Y x R 
and Y X R as follows: (g, y, r) - t = (g, y, r + t); (y, r) . t = (y, r + t). These 
actions of R commute with Q and (0. Define q: Y x R + Y x R: (y, r) + 
((p(y>,r+l), and ti:GxYx~+GxYx~:(g,y,r)-t(u(y)g,cp(y),r+ 1). 
Note that q and 4 commute with the respective actions of R. 
The group of iterates {q’: n E Z) acts properly discontinuously on Y x R; 
let Y, be the quotient space. Similarly, let X, be the quotient of G x Y x R 
under (9”: n E Z}. Then we have real flows (X,, R) and (Y,, R), and the 
projection 7r,: X, -+ Y,: [g, y, r] + [y, r] is a homomorphism. Here [ ] 
denotes equivalence class. 
Observe that G acts on X, via [g, y, r] . h = [ gh, y, t-1, and this (right.) 
action commutes with the R-action. That is, (X, , G, R) is a bitransformation 
group (3.2). 
We have now embedded the “bad” map u in the real flow (Xi, R). We 
must obtain a real cocycle incorporating the behavior of u, and a differential 
equation whose solution generates this real cocycle. 
Let F:YX[O,l] -+ Y be an isotopy of rp to the identity; i.e., 
F(Y, 1) = VP(Y), F(YT 0) =Y (Y E y>; and y -+ F( y, s) is a homeomorphism 
(s E [0, 11). If we are given a minimal flow (Y, R) to begin with, and rp is the 
time -t map for some t E IA, then F may be defined using the flow. Let IK be 
the unit circle in the complex plane. Define H: Y, --) Y x IK: [y, t] + 
(f'(rp"(~)~ t?, e 2nit), where t = n + i, 0 Q i ( 1. Then H is well defined, and is 
a homeomorphism. 
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Next, recall u(Y) c WC G, where W is diffeomorphic to IR”‘- *. View 
G = SL(R”) as a submanifold of lR”*. We can find an E > 0 and a C” 
map I: w  x (--a, I + E) + W such that: (i) I(g, 0) = iu’y and I(g, 1) =g 
(a E G); (ii> (d.4 [(a f)ltzo = (Wt) Qg, t>ltz 2. &Sine WJ, 0 = Wuf, 0 
(y E Y, 0 < t < 1). Note that I;(y, 1) =a(y), and L(y, 0) = idy (y E Y). 
Now define 3: G x YX [0, I]-+Gx Y: (g,y,t)-+(L(y,t)g,F(y,t)). 
Then &g,y, 1)=&w), and &,xO)=(g,y~. If &,,~,,t)= 
li?( g, , yz , r), then it may be cheeked that g , = g,, y i = y2. Hence, for each f, 
the map (g, y) -+ p(g, y, t) is a homeomorph~sm of G X Y. Thus E is an 
isotopy of q! to the identity. 
We proceed to define a map 8: X, -+Gx YxIK: [g,y,t)-r(~(~n(g,y),~, 
eZnit), where t = n + i, 0 < i < 1. The map fi is a homeomorphism. it takes 
the original real flow on X, to a real flow on G X Y x IK (i.e., define 
[N(x)] f s = N(x f s) for all x E X, , s E R). Also, it takes the action of G on 
X, to the action of G on G X Y X JK given by (g, y, r) m h = (gh, y, r). 
By construction, the diagram 
commutes. Here n(g,y, r) = (y, r) (g E G, y E Y, r E IK). 
Let (g7 y, r) E G x Y X IK,, and let t E R. Suppose r = etz”@. Then 
bm r> * t = @((Y&z), g, fJJJt)t where 8((y, z)~ tf =L(y, to + f) o”(y) 
and t, + t = n + (to + f), 0 < t, + t ( 1. Since R is a flow homomorphism, 
6: (Y x IK) x iR -+ G is a cocycle. Observe that ci inherits the behavior of u, 
since a((~, 1), n) = u”(y) (y E Y, n E Z). Moreover, the map t -+ ci((y, t) is 
continuously differentiabIe for each (y, r) f Y X IK (this follows from our 
choice of I), and the mapA: f -+ [(d/dt) C;((y, r>, t)] . de’((y, r>, 0 is 
uniformly bounded and unifo~1~ continuous for each (y, r) E Y X IK. (This 
is so because the cocycle relation implies that A(t) = a((y, r) . t), where 
a: Y x IK + L(lR”): (y, 7) + (~/~s) o((y, r) a s)],,~. In fact, this shows that, if 
Y x IK has basepoint (y, r), then Y x IK -+ sp(A).) 
Finally, fix a basepoint (y, r) E Y x IK. Then Y x 1K EM, Define an 
equation (1) using the A(t) just considered. Since 8 defines a fundamental 
matrix solution to (l), and since 6 inherits the properties of 0, we see that (1) 
generates an LSPF on (Y x IK) x R” such that (C, R) is minimal, and is a 
proximal extension of (Y x IK, IF?). 
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(e Znie, 1, e2nie2) . t = (e2d(el+a0, e2ni(B2+l) ). There is an equation (1) such 
that: (i) sp(A) is isomorphic to (IK', R) (i.e., A(t) is quasi-periodic with basic 
frequencies 1 and a); (ii) the equation has dimension n, where n is arbitrary 
but fuced; (iii) (LY, R) is minimal, and is a proximal extension of (sp(A), R). 
Proof Apply the preceding construction with (Y, rp) replaced by (IK, cp,), 
where (pa(eznie) = e2ni(e+a), and with the isotopy F defined by F(eznie, t) = 
e27d(e+ar) 
Thus quasi-periodic equations (1) with two frequencies may admit 
proximal and recurrent behavior. 
4. UNTWISTING SPECTRAL SUBBUNDLES 
In this section, we consider the problem of untwisting spectral subbundles. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let (V, T) and (IV, 7’) be flows. Let G be a compact 
topological group, suppose (G, V, r) is a bitransformation group, and 
suppose further that G acts freely on V: thus if g . u = u for some g E G and 
u E V, then g = idy E G. Suppose that (IV, r) is isomorphic to the quotient 
flow (V/G, T) (defined in the obvious way). Then (V, Z) is a (compact) 
grroup extension of (W, T). 
Fix attention on some equation (1) with A recurrent. Then, as in 3.4, there 
is induced a LSPF on sp(A) x R”. We recall the spectral theorem of Sacker 
and Sell for such flows [ 18, 191. 
4.2. DEFINITION. The spectrum of (1) is {A E R ] the equation 
i = (A(t) - 11) z does not admit an exponential dichotomy}. 
. 
4.3. THEOREM. Suppose (1) is recurrent (more generally, sp(A) is 
compact see [20]). Then the spectrum of (1) consists of disjoint, compact 
intervals [a,, b,] ,..., [ak, bk]. Corresponding to each [ai, bi] is an invariant 
vector subbundle Vi of sp(A) X R”, and V, @ . . . @ V, = sp(A) X R”. Zf 
(~7 ~0) E vi c SP(A) X R”y and zf (III, z,,) . t = (w . t, z(t)) (t E W), then the -7-- 
type numbers ,i* = hm t+*.,(l10 In II.WlL A* =liml+,W) ln IlzWll are 
elements of [ai, bi]. 
Our interest here is in the ,,spectral subbundles” Vi. These bundles may 
have rather complicated structure [ 1, 161. Not only may they be non-trivial 
(i.e., not equivalent to product bundles); it may happen that their pull-backs 
to finite covers of sp(A) are also non-trivial. In the periodic case, it should be 
remarked, the spectral bundles may always be trivialized by pullback to a 2- 
cover of sp(A); this follows quickly from Floquet theory. Also if all the 
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spectral subbundles are one-dimensional, then they may be trivialized by a 
pull-back to a finite cover of sp(A). 
It is of interest to “reduce” the spectral subbundles to trivial subbundles 
by an LP transformation with “nice” properties. More precisely, one wants 
an LP transformation z = S(t) w  taking (1) to the form (2), where B(t) is in 
block-diagonal form 
with the blocks B,(t) in l-l correspondence with the spectral subbundles Vi 
(1 < i < k). That is, the subbundles are “flattened.” This problem has been 
considered by Coppel [3,4] and Palmer [ 161. 
We will begin by re-proving Palmer’s result, namely, that if A is recurrent, 
then there is a recurrent S taking (1) to (2), where B(t) is in block-diagonal 
form. We will then refine this result. Recalling 1.13-l. 17, we consider the 
cocycle uA on sp(A) generated by Eq. (1). We will find conditions under 
which there is a minimal group extension X of sp(A) and cocycle p in block- 
diagonal form such that (T -p(X). We will then use the smoothing lemma 
1.21 to show that p may be assumed to be a fundamental matrix solution of 
an equation (2), where B(t) is in block-diagonal form and sp(B) is 
isomorphic to X. In other words, the Vi may be flattened by lifting Eq. (1) to 
a group extension of sp(A). Our results are in some sense the best possible, 
since in general there does not exist an almost periodic LP transformation 
which reduces the spectral subbundles, and in the hierarchy of recurrent LP 
transformations these group extensions are the simplest which are not almost 
periodic. 
4.4. NOTATION. Assume (1) is recurrent; i.e., sp(A) EM (1.10, 1.11). 
Let Vi (1 < i < k) be the spectral subbundles generated by (1). Let ( , ) be 
the usual inner product on I?“. Let Xi be the bundle of orthogonormal frames 
of Vi with respect to ( , ) [ 131. If dim Vi = ni, then the orthogonal group 
Gi = O(n,) acts freely on Xi, as follows: (a,,) . (f ,,..., &) = (Cj”h, ajr&, ...) 
Cj’L 1 ajnifj)* Here (a,,,,) is a matrix in Gi, and (f,,...,& is an orthonormal 
frame of Vi. Let 7~~: Xi + sp(A) be the natural projections. Finally, let Ei = 
{(x ,,..., X~)EIR”~O=X~=~~~~=X,,+...+~~~,=X~,+...+~~+,=~~.=X~}, with 
the obvious modifications if i = 1 or i = k. Then E, is a subspace of I?“, of 
dimension ni (1 < i < k). 
4.5. THEOREM. Suppose (1) is recurrent. Then there is a recurrent LP 
transformation S(t) raking (1) to (2), where B(t) - Ei c Ei (t E R; 1 < i < k). 
Moreover, ifz(t) is a solution to (1) such that (oO - t, z(t)) E Vi, then w(t) = 
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S-‘(t) z(t) E Ei (t E R; 1 < i < k). Thus B(t) has bock-diagonal form, and 
the blocks correspond to the Vi. 
Proof Let cA: sp(A) X R + GL(lR”) be the cocycle generated by (1) 
(1.16, 1.17). Define flows on X, ,..., X, by the Gram-Schmidt process. That 
is, given a frame x = (f, ,...,fni) E Xi, define x . t to be the frame obtained by 
applying the Gram-Schmidt process to the (perhaps non-orthonormal) frame 
(f, . t,...,fni . t) (t E R). One does indeed obtain flows (Xi,lF?) (1 < i < k). 
Next, let X* = ((x1 ,..., XJ E X, x ..a X Xk / TCi(Xi) = nj(Xj) (1 < i,j < k)}. 
Then, let (X, R) be a minimal subflow of (X,, R); the flow on X* is of 
course the restriction of the product flow. Let rc: X-r sp(A) be the natural 
projection; it is a flow homomorphism. 
Consider the trivial vector bundle X X R”. There is an obvious projection 
~xid:XxR”+sp(A)xiR”. Define ~*Vi=(~Xid)-‘(Vi) (l<i<k); 
z* Vi is the pull-back of Vi [21]. 
Now, each x E X is a frame of sp(A) x R”. More descriptively, 
x = (x, )...) xk), where x, is a frame (ordered basis) of [{n(x)} x I?“] f~ 
V 1 ,..., xk is a frame of [{n(x)} X I?“] fY V,. Let e, ,..., e, be the standard basis 
of R”, and define s: X+ GL(R”) as follows: if x = (ui,..., nn), then 
s(x)ei=ui (1 <i< n). Define a cocycle p: XX [R+ GL(lR”) by 
a,(rc(x), t) = s(x . t)p(x, t) s(x)-’ (x E X, t E R). Then p(x, t) . Ei = Ei 
(1 < i < k); i.e., p(x, t) has block-form 
t 
Plb t) 0 
* . 
i 0 * P/&t) * 
Now, one can show that x + (d/dt) s(x . t)l,,o exists and is continuous. 
Hence, choosing a basepoint x, E X such that 71(x0) = q, E sp(A ) (1.12), we 
see that S(t) = s(x,, . t) defines a recurrent LP-transformation taking (1) to 
(2) where B(t) has the desired block-diagonal form. The proof is completed. 
Let us now turn to the problem of determining when u N p(X), where p is 
in block-diagonal form and X is a group extension of sp(A). We first prove a 
general result along these lines, then determine circumstances in which it 
applies. 
We make the following 
4.6. ASSUMPTION. Let Gi, Xi be as in 4.4. Then (Gi, Xi) are transfor- 
mation groups with the actions defined in 4.4 (1 < i < k). We assume that we 
can find real flows (Xi, R) such that (Gi, Xi, R) are bitransformation groups 
(1 < i < k). 
Note that (Xi/Gi, R) is isomorphic to (sp(A), R) (see 4.4). Later, we will 
determine conditions under which 4.6 is satisfied. Now, we will show that, if 
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4.6 holds, then the Vi may be flattened by lifting (1) to a minimal group 
extension of sp(A). 
Define d=X,x+--XX,, G”=G,x.--xG~. Then (G,X,,iR) is a 
bitransformation group (the action is the product action). Let X* = 
(6 , ,..., xk) E 2 ] rr&) = nj(xj) (1 < i, j < k)}. Note that (G”, 2,) R) is again 
a bitransformation group. 
Let rc:X, + sp(A) be the natural projection, and consider also the 
projections vi: X, + Xi given by restricting the projections of .? onto the 
factors X, ,..., X,. Then 7c induces an isomorphism of (X, 1 G, iR) onto sp(A) 
and 7~~ o vi = rr (1 < i < k). The pull-backs rr: Vi are trivial (i.e., are bundle 
isomorphic to Xi x I?“‘), hence rc* Vi is bundle isomorphic to X* x R”’ 
(l<i<k). 
Now let x0 EX*. Assume sp(A) EM. The orbit closure X = 
cls{x, . t ] t E R } c X* is a minimal subset of X, , because X, is a group 
extension of sp(A) [7]. There is moreover a compact subgroup G of G such 
that: (i) (G,X, R) is a bitransformation group; (ii) (X/G, R) is isomorphic to 
(sp(A), R); (iii) rc: X + sp(A) is a homomorphism. 
Let x E X. Then x is a frame of {n(x)} x R”, since x = (x, ,..., XJ E X* , 
and xi is a frame of [{n(x)} X I?“] n Vi. Define s:X+ GL(R”) as in the 
proof of 4.5; thus if x = (0, ,..., on), then s(x) e, = ui (x E X; 1 ,< i < n). 
4.7. THEOREM. Assume A(t) is recurrent, and that 4.6 holds. Let X be 
the minimal group extension of sp(A) defined above. There is an LP transfor- 
mation z = S(t) w, taking (1) to (2), such that X+ sp(S), X+ sp(B), and 
B(t) . Ei c Ei (1 < i < K). Moreover, if z(t) is a solution to (1) such that 
bl * t, z(t)) E Viz then w(t) = S-‘(t) z(t) E Ei (t E R; 1 < i < k). 
Proof: First define a cocycle p: X x R -+ GL(R”) by a,(rr(x), t) = 
s(x . t) p(x, t) s(x))’ (x E R, t E R). Then cA - p(X), and by construction of 
s, we have p(x, t) . E, c E, (1 < i < k). Now write p(x, t) 
Plh t> 
P(X, t) = 
* . 
0 
and apply the smoothing lemma 1.21 to each block p,(x, t). We obtain a 
cocycle p :^ X X R + GL(lR”) such that p (^x, t) . Ei c Ei, and oA -p(X). Also, 
for fixed x0 E X, there is an equation (2) such that b(x,, t) is a fundamental 
matrix solution of (2), and such that X+ sp(B) (see 1.22(ii)). Clearly 
B(t) . Ei c Ei (t E R; 1 < i < k). Finally, the proof of 1.20 shows that there 
is an LP-transformation S(t), taking (1) to (2), such that X+ sp(S). 
We now find conditions under which 4.6 holds. 
4.8. LEMMA. Let (G, X) be a transformation group, where X is compact 
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metric with metric d, and G is a compact Lie group. Suppose G acts freely on 
X. Let Y=X/G, let n:X --t Y be the projection, and sup~se Y is a C” 
rnanl~o~d (s > 1). Then there is a C” dt~erentiable structure on X such that 
the action of G on X is C”, and the projection R is C”. 
Proof By [ 14, Section 5.4, Theorem I], we can find coordinate charts 
(U, , o,) ,..., (V,, or) on Y and continuous sections ci: Ui 3 X (i.e., 
x 0 (ii = idy). 
We define a Cs atlas on X as follows. First, let I’: = nP ‘(ti,), and define 
y~;‘:p~(U,)x G-t V:: (z,g)-‘g.a(v;‘(z)). Cleariy (Vt,qi) may beused to 
give Vt the structure of a C” manifold. Define also Vi = z-‘(Lr,) (2 < i < r). 
Suppose V(ll),..., V>‘); n1 ,..., n, have been defined so that (I”, , ur),..., (Vi, q,) 
define a C” atlas on the union V{ U --- UV:=X,,sothatX=U;=, Vi,and 
so that n-‘(uj) = Vj (E + 1 <j,< r). The triple (X,, G, rr ix,) is then a C” 
principal bundle over z(XJ c Y. By 121, pp. 25ff], there is a C” section (i,, ,: 
n(Vi+, n X,) --) X, such that sup, d(a”,+ l(y), (Ljt+ l(y)) < E, where E > 0 is to 
be determined. 
We may shrink Vi ,..., I’: to sets I’{+ I,..., Vf ” such that (i) cls Vi+ ’ c I’: 
(1 <i< I); (ii) V:+iU a-. U Yj+‘U Vi,, U a-11 U Vs= X. If E is sufficiently 
small, we may determine a continuous (7,+ ,: U,, r --$X so that 
a’,,, =0 ,^+1 on 71 [~l~ls,i+l]nv,+l 
I 
=@J1+1 on U,,, - u a(Vf). 
i=l 
(We use Tietze’s theorem here.) Now define I$” r = V,! (1+ 1 <!j < r), and 
define vr+l+~,+,(u,+,) x G-t vi:: =n-‘VI): (z,g)+g - a”,t,(G’,W~ 
Then (I’{+ ‘, vi),..., (I$$:, ql+,) are Cs related on the various overlaps. By 
finite induction, we obtain a Cs differentiable structure on X. It is easily seen 
that n is a Cs map, and that the action of G is Cs. 
The following lemma is straightforward (e.g., [ 13 I). 
4.9. LEMMA. Let (G, X) be a transformation group, where G is a 
compact Lie group, X is a compact Cs mantfold (s > 2), the action of G on X 
is jointly C”, and G acts freeZy on X. Then Y = X/G has a C” d~~erentiab~e 
structure such that the projection x:X + Y is C”. Let u be a Cp vector field 
on Y (1 <p < s - 1). Then there is a Cp vector field w on X such that, tf 
g E G, then g, w = w, where g, is the tangent map of the diffeomorphism 
g:x+x:x-+g * x. 
We now return to the notation of 4.7, and let X be the space of that 
theorem. 
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4.10. THEOREM. Sup~se (1) is recurrent, and suppose sp(A) is a CS 
manifold (x 2 2). Suppose further that the flow on sp(A) is generuted by a 
C, vector field (p > 1). Then Assumption 4.6 is satisfied, and so the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.7 holds: the V, can bejlattened by lifting (1) to the 
minimal group extension (X, R) of (sp(A), R). 
Proof. By 4.8 and 4.9, Assumption 4.6 holds. So we can apply Theorem 
4.7. 
We finally consider the case when (1) is almost periodic. For convenience 
we state the conciusion of our theorem completely, though it is the same as 
that of 4.7. 
4.11. THEOREM. Suppose A(t) is almost periodic. Then there is a 
minimal group extension (G, X, R) of sp(A), and an LP transformation 
z = S(t) w, Taking (1) to (2), such that X + sp(S), X -+ sp(B), and 
B(t) . Ej c E, (1 < i < k). Moreover, v z(t) is a solution to (1) such that 
6% * t, z(t)) E Vi, then w(t) = S-‘(t) z(t) E Ei (t E R; 1 <i < k). 
ProoJ: Let G and X be the spaces considered in 4.7. 
Suppose first that A(t) is quasi-periodic. Then sp(A) is homeomorphic to a 
standard torus T’. Hence sp(A) is locally Euclidean. Therefore, it has an 
analytic structure with respect to which the group operations induced by the 
flow ]7] are analytic [ 141. In these group operations, the flow is determined 
by multiplication by elements of a one-parameter subgroup of sp(A). 
Therefore 4.10 applies, and we obtain the conclusion of 4.11 when A is 
quasi-periodic. 
Suppose A is not quasi-periodic. Then sp(A) is a compact, connected, 
abelian topological group with R as dense subgroup [7]. Therefore, every 
neighborhood U of the identity in sp(A) contains a closed subgroup F, such 
that sp(A)/F, is a Lie group [14]. This Lie group is a torus T’ (12 1). 
Now recall the Sacker-Sell perturbation theorem [ 191. View A as a 
continuous map of sp(A) into L(lR”) (1.6, 1.7). Then, given E > 0, there is a 
6 > 0 such that the &ball B,(A) around A in C(sp(A)), I,@“)) has the 
following property. If C E B,(A), then the equations 
i=C(w-t)z (coEsp(A),zfIR”) (31, 
generate invariant subbundles Vi,= (1 <i < k) of sp(A) x [R”; the angle 
between Vi,c and Vi is less than E (we define the angle in some reasonable 
way). It follows that, if E is sufficiently small, and C E B,(A), then there are 
bundle isomorphisms gi: Vi,c -+ Vi (1 < i g k). 
Now, given a closed subgroup F of sp(A), let ,J be normalized Haar 
measure on F. Consider the function C,: w  -+ ]F A(ow) dL(o). This function 
may be viewed as a continuous, L(lR”)-valued map on sp(A)/F. 
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Choose a closed subgroup F of sp(A) such that: (i) sp(A)/F is a torus T’ 
(I > 1); (ii), 1 C,(o) --A(o)1 < 6 (OJ E sp(A)). Let C = C,, and apply the 
second paragraph of the proof of Eqs. (3),. We conclude in particular that 
4.6 is satisfied for the spaces Xi,c defined by the Vi,c. (The Vi,c need not be 
spectral subbundles for Eqs. (3),, but the second paragraph applies 
anyway.) Using the bundle isomorphisms g,, we see that 4.6 is satisfied by 
the spaces Xi defined by the Vi. We complete the proof of 4.11 by applying 
4.1. 
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